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1 Introduction
Double eld theory (DFT) [1{4] has grown out of a desire to better understand T-duality
by using a formalism in which it is made manifest [5{8]. It does so at the level of the target-
space action by doubling the number of coordinates and introducing the generalised Lie
derivative that generates the local symmetries of the theory. For the toroidal case the extra
coordinates can be understood from string eld theory [1] as being dual to momenta and
winding modes. However, the physical elds of the theory do not depend on all coordinates.
They are subject to a constraint, known as the \section condition", which restricts their
dependence to a maximal isotropic subspace of the coordinates [1, 5]. Using this constraint,
the action of double eld theory reduces to that of type II supergravity, the generalised Lie
derivative generates dieomorphisms and B-eld gauge transformations and the resulting
formulation looks reminiscent of generalised geometry [9{11].
The generalisation of double eld theory to U-dualities, known as exceptional eld
theory (EFT) [12{26],1 uses an \extended coordinate space" which grows quickly with the
rank of the U-duality group, Ed(d). The closure of its algebra of generalised dieomor-
phisms also requires a section condition [13, 16, 28] which in turn restricts the coordinate
dependence of physical elds. This condition has two inequivalent solutions [17, 29] and
depending on which one is used, the action reduces to that of 11-dimensional supergrav-
ity or type IIB supergravity. With the section condition, the resulting formulation now
resembles exceptional generalised geometry [28].
One of the interesting problems in the eld is to determine what the geometry underly-
ing the extended space is. This is pertinent if one wants to better understand non-geometric
ux compactications for which de Sitter no-go theorems may not apply [30{35]. For ex-
ample, one may wish to generalise the powerful results of [36, 37] to include non-geometry.
Interesting progress has been made on this front by studying the exponentiation of the
local symmetries of the theories [38{46]. One hope is that these transformations can be
used to patch the extended spaces. However, these proposals are either dened on section,
as in [42, 45, 46] or already make use of a at structure [38{41, 44].
Here we try and understand the extended space as a manifold with reduced structure
group. We make this explicit for the case of the SL(5) EFT relevant to seven-dimensional
compactications and show that one can dene a \curved" exceptional eld theory for
any 10-dimensional manifold with GL(5)+-structure,2 not just for locally at GL(5)+-
structures, as would be required for the usual EFT formulation. Our formulation resembles
that of \DFT on group manifolds" [47{49], which we will henceforth refer to as DFTWZW.
However, the crucial dierence is that we do not require the vielbein to be the Maurer-
Cartan form of the gauge group described by the background. The work here also shares
many ideas with [50, 51], whilst extending them to EFT.
We will begin with a review of the essential features of SL(5) exceptional eld theory in
section 2 before discussing the geometry of 10-dimensional manifolds with GL(5)+-structure
in section 3. We dene the relevant GL(5)+-structure, use it to construct the generalised Lie
1See also [27] for independent but related work.
2GL(5)+ ' SL(5) R+ in our notation.
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derivative and show that requiring the algebra to close leads to a set of constraints, including
the section condition. We also discuss the case when the GL(5)+-structure is locally at and
show how this case reduces to the usual EFT. In section 4 we develop the formalism in order
to describe the tensor hierarchy of the EFT, closely following [52, 53]. Finally, in section 5
we give the full action, including the \external" seven-dimensional elds, for any GL(5)+-
structure, not just locally at ones. The resulting theory is manifestly coordinate invariant,
as well as invariant under generalised dieomorphisms and external dieomorphisms. We
discuss background-dependence and comment on further work in section 6.
2 A brief review of SL(5) exceptional eld theory
Let us briey review exceptional eld theory, focusing on the SL(5) EFT [12, 13, 26, 29]
which, for example, can be used to describe seven-dimensional maximal gauged supergrav-
ities. The theory has 10 \extended coordinates" Y [ab] and seven \external coordinates" x,
with a; b = 1; : : : ; 5 and  = 1; : : : ; 7. The bosonic degrees of freedom of the internal sector
are described by a generalised metric
Mab 2 SL(5)=SO(5) ; (2.1)
which can be parameterised by a four-dimensional metric and three-form corresponding
to the internal sector of 11-dimensional supergravity, or by a three-dimensional metric, a
doublet of two-forms and 3 scalars, the internal sector of IIB [29].
Just as the bosonic degrees of freedom can be unied in the generalised metric Mab,
its symmetries, corresponding to dieomorphisms and p-form gauge transformations, are
combined into the generalised Lie derivative
LV a = 1
2
bc@bcV
a +
1
5
V a@bc
bc   V b@bcac : (2.2)
Here the parameter of generalised dieomorphisms, ab, has weight 15 under the generalised
Lie derivative, so that under a generalised Lie derivative it transforms as
L1ab2 =
1
2
1
cd@cd
ab
2 +

2
5
+
1
10

ab2 @cd
cd
1   cb2 @cdad1   ac2 @cdbd1 : (2.3)
In order for these transformations to close into an algebra
[L1 ;L2 ]V a = L[1;2]EV a ; (2.4)
where the E-bracket is the antisymmetrisation of the generalised Lie derivative, i.e.
[1;2]E =
1
2
(L12   L21) ; (2.5)
one imposes the so-called \section condition"
@[abf @cd]g = 0 ; @[ab@cd]f = 0 ; (2.6)
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when acting on any pair of elds f and g. There are two inequivalent solutions (i.e. not
related by SL(5) transformations) to the section condition [17, 29], given by
(i) @ij = 0 ; where i = 1; : : : ; 4 ;
(ii) @A = @ = 0 ; where ;  = 4; 5 ; A;B = 1; : : : ; 3 :
(2.7)
The rst, where elds only depend on the four coordinates Y i5 corresponds to
11-dimensional supergravity while the second, with dependence on only three coordinates
Y AB, corresponds to type IIB supergravity. One way this manifests itself is that the gen-
eralised Lie derivative of the generalised metric generates exactly the dieomorphisms and
p-form gauge transformations of the bosonic elds of 11-dimensional/IIB supergravity.
Furthermore, one can dene a unique action which is invariant under generalised Lie
derivatives. Upon using the appropriate solution of the section condition this reduces to the
four-dimensional/three-dimensional internal sector of 11-dimensional/IIB supergravity [12,
29]. This can be extended by introducing elds related to the tensor hierarchy of gauged
supergravities [54, 55], so that the resulting action reduces to the bosonic part of the full
11-dimensional or IIB supergravity [17, 19, 26]. We will describe this construction in more
detail in sections 4, 5 and appendix D, albeit in our geometric formulation.
3 Structure group, generalised Lie derivative and GL(10) connection
3.1 10-manifolds with GL(5)+-structure
3.1.1 GL(5)+-structure
In this paper we dene a \curved" version of the SL(5) EFT on a 10-dimensional manifold
M which admits a GL(5)+-structure. In order to do this, consider rst the usual frame
bundle 10 : F10M  ! M whose bre consists of all ordered bases of the tangent bundle
and can thus be identied with GL(10). We will label the bases as Eab. The structure
group of M can be reduced to GL(5)+ if F10M=GL(5)
+ admits a global section and each
such global section denes a GL(5)+-structure on M . In other words, a GL(5)+-structure
is dened by an equivalence class of frame elds Eab,
Eab  E0ab () Eab = uacubdE0cd ; (3.1)
where u 2 GL(5)+. Here a, b = 1; : : : ; 5 and the pair of indices ab is antisymmetrised, thus
denoting the 10-dimensional representation of GL(5)+. In local coordinates we will write
the frame elds as
Eab = EabM@M ; (3.2)
with M = 1; : : : ; 10 denoting \curved" 10-dimensional indices. A global section of
F10M=GL(5)
+ then implies that the transition functions of the frame bundle can be chosen
to be GL(5)+-valued. For each GL(5)+-structure, we can dene a principal GL(5)+-bundle
5 : F5M  ! M , whose bres consist of the equivalence class of frame elds dening the
GL(5)+-structure and can thus be identied with GL(5)+.
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Note that the GL(5)+-structure can also be dened using an invariant tensor. The
product 10
10
10
10 of GL(10) contains a singlet in the decomposition under GL(5)+,
corresponding to a GL(5)+-invariant tensor, Y ab;cdef;gh = 
abcdiefghi, the \Y -tensor" in the
nomenclature of [16]. However, here we will nd it more useful to use the equivalence class
of frame-elds (3.1) instead of the Y -tensor when discussing the GL(5)+-structure.
Unlike in the usual EFT formulation, we do not assume that our GL(5)+-structure
is locally at. The obstruction to local atness of this structure introduces a manifest
background-independence into our theory. We will return to this point briey in the dis-
cussion 6. Finally, let us emphasise that in general the representative of a GL(5)+-structure
cannot be written in the form
EabM X ! Eabij = E[aiEb]j ; (3.3)
for some Ea
i, where i; j = 1; : : : ; 5. When this can be done, the GL(5)+-structure is called
locally at.
3.1.2 Fundamental vector elds
Equipped with F5M we can construct a 5-dimensional vector bundle, the associated bundle
E5 on which GL(5)
+ acts in the fundamental representation. The sections of this bundle
are \fundamental vector elds" with basis Ea, so that we can write
V = V aEa ; for V 2 E5 : (3.4)
Because the vector bundle E5 has structure group GL(5)
+, we can dene a
\5-dimensional volume-form", , as a global section of 5E5 . In the Ea basis we denote
this by
abcde = jEj1=2abcde ; (3.5)
where jEj is the determinant of EabM and abcde is the alternating symbol which equals the
sign of the permutation (abcde). We will often nd it useful to use the tensor density abcde
instead of abcde itself.
3.1.3 GL(10) dieomorphisms and Killing vectors
We know that GL(10) dieomorphisms act on tangent vectors via the usual Lie derivative
LUV
M = UN@NV
M   V N@NUM : (3.6)
How does a GL(10) dieomorphism act on a fundamental vector? A general dieomorphism
will not preserve the GL(5)+-structure and thus not act as an automorphism of E5. In
order to obtain an action on E5, we have to restrict ourselves to automorphisms of the
GL(5)+-structure, or innitesimally to GL(5)+-Killing vectors.3 These satisfy
LUEab =
1
2
ab
cdEcd ; (3.7)
3We would like to thank Daniel Waldram for helpful discussions on this point.
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where ab
cd 2 gl(5)+. Thus,
EcdMLUEabM 2 gl(5)+ : (3.8)
We can express this in terms of the projector onto the adjoint of GL(5)+, Padj , as
(I  Padj)cd;ghab;ef EefMLUEghM = 0 : (3.9)
The projector is explicitly given by
(Padj)
ab;ef
cd;gh =  
2
3
abcd
ef
gh +
8
3
abd[g
ef
h]c  
8
3
abc[g
ef
h]d : (3.10)
Finally, it is useful to write this condition on Killing vectors UM in terms of an E-compatible
connection r with GL(10) torsion TMNP .
cdef
gh
ab  
1
4
(Padj)cd;ghab;ef

EefMEghN
 rNUM + UPTPNM = 0 : (3.11)
This implies that a Killing vector UM must satisfy
0 =
1
4
rNUM + 1
24
MN rPUP  
1
12
EdgMEcdNrhcUgh
+
1
4
ULTLN
M +
1
24
MN U
LTLP
P   1
12
EdgMEcdNULTLPQEhcPEghQ :
(3.12)
We can now dene the Lie derivative of fundamental vector elds with respect to Killing
vectors (3.12), in terms of the connection r, as follows
LUV
a = UMrMV a + 1
6
(Padj)a;cdb;ef V
bEcdMEefNrMUN
  5
24
V aTMN
MUN + EbcPEacNV bTPMNUM :
(3.13)
Here
(Padj)
a;ef
b;cd =
1
8
ab 
ef
cd + 
a
[c
ef
d]b ; (3.14)
denotes the adjoint action on the fundamental representation of GL(5)+. The coecient
in front of Padj and the torsion terms are chosen in order for (3.13) to be independent of
the choice of GL(5)+-connection.
Let us briey expand on the connections appearing here. We require the connections
in (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) to be compatible with Eab, i.e. they induce a \spin connection"
!M;a
b in order to satisfy the Vielbein principle
rMEabN = @MEabN +  MPNEabP + 2!M;[acEb]cN = 0 : (3.15)
We have a GL(5)+-connection when
rMabcde = @Mabcde   1
5
abcde!M;f
f = 0 : (3.16)
This xes
!M;a
a =
1
2
@M ln jEj ; (3.17)
so that !M;a
b is a gl(5)+-valued one-form. When !M;a
a = 0 we have a SL(5)-connection,
which is what we will make use of in section 3.3.
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3.2 Generalised Lie derivative and closure constraints
Similar to DFTWZW [47{49], we now dene the exceptional eld theory on the attened
spaces associated with the GL(10) vielbeine EabM .4 Thus, we make use of the anholonomic
derivatives
Dab  Eab = EabM@M ; (3.18)
and dene the generalised Lie derivative acting on V 2   (E5) as
LV a = 1
2
bcDbcV
a +
1
5
V aDbc
bc   V bDbcac + 1
2
bc;d
abcV d : (3.19)
To avoid any confusion we wish to highlight that in general there is no sense in which
the a index on V a could be \at" as this would require a vielbein in the fundamental
representation of SL(5) which is not guaranteed. Put dierently, such terminology only
makes sense if the GL(5)+ structure is locally at. In the more general case we wish to
consider, V is simply a section of the associated bundle E5.
For now we only require bc;d
a to be constant but otherwise arbitrary, and will de-
termine it soon. The generalised Lie derivative generates a SL(5) action if ab;c
c = 0.
Otherwise, ab;c
c generates an additional R+ action. In EFT, weighted vectors play an
important role. For a vector of weight w, we thus dene the generalised Lie derivative
LV a = 1
2
bcDbcV
a+

1
5
+
w
2

V aDbc
bc V bDbcac+1
2
bc;d
abcV d+wbc
bcV a: (3.20)
This mirrors the form of the genersalised Lie derivative of gauged EFTs [56].5
As in EFT, we take the parameters of generalised dieomorphisms  to have weight
w = 15 under the generalised Lie derivative and ask for the algebra of these generalised Lie
derivatives to close, i.e.
[L1 ; L2 ] = L[1;2]E ; (3.21)
where
[1; 2]E =
1
2
(L12   L21) : (3.22)
This ensures covariance of the expression (3.19). A straightforward but tedious calculation,
detailed in appendix A shows that this is achieved when we impose four types of constraints,
which we will collectively refer to as the closure constraints. First, we must identify ab;c
d
in (3.19) with the coecients of anholonomy as follows
[Dab; Dcd] =  2ab;[ceDd]e +
2
5
abDcd : (3.23)
In addition, we nd that ab;c
d must satisfy the linear and quadratic constraints of seven-
dimensional maximal gauged supergravities and thus we interpret ab;c
d as the background
embedding tensor, corresponding to the background vielbeine EabM . The linear constraint
4Despite this similarity our formulation is crucially dierent from DFTWZW because we do not use the
Maurer-Cartan forms of the background gauge group.
5While this paper was being prepared for submission, we became aware of [57] which considers defor-
mations similar to (3.20) in the context of an EFT for massive IIA theory.
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restricts ab;c
d to lie in the 15  400  10 of SL(5) and relates it to ab. In particular, it
has to satisfy
ab;c
c = 0 ; c[a;b]
c =
6
5
ab : (3.24)
Thus, we can write
ab;c
d =
1
2
d[aSb]c +
1
2
abcefZ
ef;d +
2
15
dc ab +
2
3
d[ab]c ; (3.25)
where Z(ab);c = Z [ab;c] = 0, S[ab] = 0 and (ab) = 0. Note that the embedding tensor here is
related to the one in [58], ^ab;c
d, by
^ab;c
d = ab;c
d +
1
5
dc ab ; ^ab;c
d =
1
2
d[aSb]c +
1
2
abcefZ
ef;d + d[cab] : (3.26)
The quadratic constraint can be written as
2^ab;[c
h^d]h;e
f   ^ab;eh^cd;hf + ^ab;hf ^cd;eh = 0 : (3.27)
Together with the linear constraints this leads to the expressions [59]
1
4
SadZ
d(b;c)   1
4
adefgZ
de;bZfg;c +
1
3
adZ
d(b;c) =  1
9
(ba 
c)defgdefg ;
SadZ
bc;d +
1
6
bcdef efSad =   [ba c]defgdefg ;
1
4
SadZ
bc;d +
1
3
adZ
bc;d =  2
9
[ba 
c]defgdefg :
(3.28)
Finally, we require a \section condition" for the anholonomic derivatives
D[ab 
Dcd] = 0 ;
D[abDcd] + 2[abDcd] = 0 ;
(3.29)
where the 
 in the rst line denotes that the derivatives act on two dierent objects. Note
that the symmetric part of (3.23) together with the linear constraint (3.25) implies that
Zab;c   1
3
abcdede

Dab = 0 : (3.30)
At this stage we would once again like to emphasise the dierence to DFTWZW. There, the
background vielbein would be described by the Maurer-Cartan form of the gauge group,
which by the above constraint (3.30) can have less than 10 dimensions. Thus, if we had
wanted to use the Maurer-Cartan form here the extended manifold would have to have less
than 10 dimensions. A further discussion on this subject will appear in [60].
Finally, we can use expression (3.23) to determine the dierent irreps of the background
embedding tensor in terms of the vielbeine EabM . We nd
ab =  1
3
 
@MEabM +Dab lnE

;
Sab =
2
3
EefMDe(aEb)fM ;
Zab;c =   1
15
abdefEcgM
 
DfgEdeM  DdeEfgM

+
2
45
abcde
 
@MEdeM +Dde lnE

:
(3.31)
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Here E denotes the determinant of EabM . In order to satisfy the linear constraint, we also
have to impose that the following vanishes:
0 = bcfghEdeM
 
DhaEfgM  DfgEhaM

  1
3
bcdef

Daf lnE  EghMDagEhfM + @MEafM   EghMDfgEhfM

:
(3.32)
3.2.1 Comparison to standard and gauged EFT
Let us reect and compare the situation here to the usual formulation of exceptional eld
theory. This discussion is very similar to that in DFTWZW, see [47{49], although our viel-
beine are not necessarily Maurer-Cartan forms. Our 10-manifold has a GL(5)+-structure,
which, when it is not locally at, introduces a manifest background dependence through the
vielbeine Eab. This is captured by the coecients of anholonomy of the derivatives (3.23),
introduces a gauging in the generalised Lie derivative (3.19) and is identied with the back-
ground embedding tensor. Closure of the algebra of generalised dieomorphisms further
requires a \section condition" (3.29). The theory thus resembles an expansion around an
EFT background, as in the \gauged EFT" setup [56, 58].
In the gauged EFT setup, just as in gauged DFT, the embedding tensor is determined
in terms of some GL(5)+ \twist matrices"
Wab
ij =  1U[aiUb]j ; (3.33)
where jU j = 1 and  is a scalar density. The precise relationship is given by the generalised
Lie derivative of EFT
L0WabWcd =
1
2
ab;cd
efWef ; (3.34)
L0 here has the same form as (3.20) but with ab;cd = ab = 0, Wab has weight w = 15 and
ab;cd
ef = 4ab;[c
[e
f ]
d] +
4
5
ab
ef
cd : (3.35)
In terms of the irreducible representations this gives
Sab =  1

@ijU(a
iUb)
j ;
Zab;c =
1
2
ijklm

Ulm
ab @ijUk
c   Ulm[ab @ijUkc]

;
ab =   1
2
@ijUab
ij   6  1 Uabij @ij :
(3.36)
We see that (3.23), which can be rewritten in the more suggestive form
LEabEcd =
1
2
ab;cd
efEef ; (3.37)
is similar in spirit, but there the background vielbeine Eab do not have to be GL(5)+-valued,
and we use the conventional Lie derivative, not the generalised Lie derivative. Nonetheless,
in gauged EFT one also nds that the section condition can be relaxed, see for example the
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analogous discussion for gauged DFT [61{64] and also the review [65]: for closure of the
algebra one must impose the quadratic constraint on the embedding tensor, which by (3.34)
automatically satises the linear constraint, and the section condition (3.29), where in this
case the background vielbeine would be Wab, (3.33). However, one also imposes the section
condition between the background and uctuations,
@[ijWjabjkl@mn] = 0 ; (3.38)
when acting on any uctuations.
Thus, the curved EFT formulation looks similar to gauged EFT when we have a locally
at GL(5)+-structure, as in eq. (3.3). However, even in the locally at case, there is the
dierence that the embedding tensor would still be given by (3.23) rather than (3.34), and
that we do not need to impose (3.38). A straightforward calculation shows, however, that
in the locally at case, where we can write
Eabij =  1U[aiUb]j ; (3.39)
(3.31) agrees with (3.34). Furthermore, one nds that in this case (3.38) is sucient to
satisfy (3.30), i.e. 
Zab;c   1
3
abcdede

Dab = 0 ; (3.40)
since this is always taken to act on uctuations. Finally, it is easy to see that when we
impose (3.38), (3.37) and (3.34) agree. This implies that (3.38) and local atness are
sucient for the the vielbeine to satisfy the linear constraint, i.e. (3.32). To summarise, in
the locally at case with (3.38) our formalism reduces to the usual EFT set-up.
In the following sections we will show that even when the GL(5)+-structure is not
locally at and we do not impose (3.38), we can use the GL(10) vielbeine Eab to con-
struct a curved EFT formulation reminiscent of gauged EFT. However, the fact that the
\background" is described by a GL(10) object while the uctuations are in GL(5)+ means
that the theory is not background-independent, see for example the discussion in section 5
of [66]. In contrast the usual double eld theory formulation, which we wish to interpret
as the \locally at" case, has recently been conrmed to be background-independent [66]
and it is reasonable to expect the same to be true of exceptional eld theory.
Nonetheless, the formulation presented here is manifestly coordinate invariant, and
has a clear patching prescription which does not require the section condition. It can thus
describe non-geometric backgrounds [51]. The interested reader can nd a review of the
patching discussion in double eld theory in [40]. Finally, one may hope that it captures
other eects, such as non-Abelian T-duality [67].
3.3 GL(10) covariant derivative
Following [47], we dene a spin-connection for a vector V
rabV c = DabV c + !ab;dcV d ; (3.41)
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such that we can rewrite the generalised Lie derivative (3.20) as
LV a = 1
2
bcrbcV a +

1
5
+
w
2

V arbcbc   V brbcac : (3.42)
We then nd
!ab;c
d =
1
6
abcefZ
ef;d +
1
8
d[aSb]c  
1
9
dc ab  
5
9
d[ab]c : (3.43)
Note that this is traceless
!ab;c
c = 0 ; (3.44)
and that for a scalar of weight w, we have
LS = 1
2
abDabS +
w
2
S Dab
ab =
1
2
abrabS + w
2
Srabab ; (3.45)
so that there is no ambiguity as to whether we should be using rab or Dab for the weight-
term. It is easy to check that
rabcdefg = !ab;hhcdefg = 0 ; (3.46)
since (!ab) is sl(5)-valued. Thus,
!M;a
b =
1
2
EcdM!cd;ab ; (3.47)
is a sl(5)-valued one-form and it induces a connection for GL(10)-dieomorphisms,  MN
P ,
via the vielbein postulate
rMEabN  @MEabN + 2EcdM!cd;[afEb]fN +  MPNEabP = 0 : (3.48)
It is easy to check that rM dened in (3.48) is a connection if !ab;cd is a GL(10)-scalar.
This follows from the tensorial denitions (3.23). As discussed in subsection 3.1.3, the
connection here is a SL(5)-connection.
Finally, using (3.43) we obtain the explicit expression for the components of the
GL(10)-connection
 MN
P = EabN

 1
2
@MEabP   1
8
EbcPEcdMSad   1
6
EcdMEbf P acdghZgh;f   5
9
EcdMEbcP ad

  2
9
PNEcdMcd : (3.49)
3.3.1 Curvature, torsion and integration by parts
Let us calculate the usual GL(10) curvature and torsion of this connection. The curvature
is best calculated in terms of the spin connection !M;a
b. It is given by
RMN;a
b = 2@[M!N ];a
b + 2![M;jac!N ];cb : (3.50)
One can check that this is still traceless so that (RMN )a
b = RMN;a
b is a sl(5) element.
Using the vielbeine Eab
M we see that the curvature tensor lives in the
45
 24 = 5 45 45 50 70 105 280 480 : (3.51)
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To evaluate the curvature tensor it helps to note that
2@[M!N ];a
b = @[ME
cd
N ]!cd;a
b ; (3.52)
and
1
4
EabME
cd
N [Dab; Dcd] = @[NE
ab
M ]Dab : (3.53)
But from (3.23) and (3.35) we have that
@[ME
ab
N ] =  
1
8
Ecd[ME
ef
N ]cd;ef
ab : (3.54)
The rest is a tedious but straightforward calculation which shows that none of the irre-
ducible representations (3.51) vanish, even using the quadratic constraints. We summarise
the irreducible representations in appendix B.
The torsion of the connection is given by
TMN
P =  MN
P    NMP = Eab[M@N ]EabP +
1
4
EbcPEabMEcdNSad
  1
3
Eab[NEcdM ]Ebf P acdghZgh;f +
4
9
P[ME
cd
N ]cd :
(3.55)
We see that for a general background, the torsion of this connection does not vanish. Let
us consider its trace
TMN
N =  2EcdMcd + @M lnE+ 1
2
EabM@NEabN =  7
2
EabMab ; (3.56)
where in the nal step we used the relation (3.31). This is important since it measures the
obstruction to integrating by parts: when integrating by parts we will pick up terms such as
I =
Z
d10xrMVM ; (3.57)
where VM will be a dieomorphism-density. Thus,
I =
Z
d10x
 
@MV
M +  MN
MV N    NMNV N

=
Z
d10x

@MV
M +
7
2
EabMabVM

:
(3.58)
To integrate by parts we require I to be a boundary term, which only occurs when ab = 0.
This is consistent with the fact that supergravities with a trombone gauging do not admit
an action principle. Instead they are dened only at the level of the equations of motion [68].
From the gauged supergravity perspective, this makes sense because the trombone gauges
an on-shell symmetry. Indeed, in the usual gauged EFT formulation, one also nds that
the trombone is the obstruction to integration by parts by a similar argument to that
presented here [69].
To conclude this section, let us note that there are trivial gauge parameters, with
respect to which the Lie derivative vanishes. These are given by
abtriv = 
abcdercdBe ; (3.59)
where Ba is any element of E

5 of weight
2
5 . This is the generalisation of an \exact form"
as given by the generalised Cartan Calculus [52, 53] that we will discuss in the follow-
ing section.
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Module(w,) Representations Gauge eld Field strength
A(1=5; 0) 10 Aab Fab
B(2=5; 1=2) 5 Ba Ha
C(3=5; 1=2) 5 Ca J a
D(4=5; 1) 10 Dab Kab
Table 1. Modules, gauge elds and eld strengths relevant for the tensor hierarchy and their
representations under SL(5) and GL(10). w denotes their weight under generalised Lie derivatives
while  denotes their weight under GL(10) dieomorphisms.
4 Tensor hierarchy
In the full EFT, the elds which are \o-diagonal" between the internal extended space and
the external seven-dimensional space are described by a hierarchy of tensor elds. These
are related to the tensor hierarchy of maximal gauged SUGRA [54, 55]. Their structure can
be nicely described in terms of a certain chain complex [52, 53, 70]. In section 4.1 we rst
generalise the formulation of this chain complex [53] to take into account the curvature of
the GL(5)+-structure. We then show in subsection 4.2 how this can be used to describe the
tensor hierarchy. Finally we derive the topological term of the Lagrangian in subsection 4.3.
4.1 Curved Cartan Calculus
We begin by constructing the curved version of the generalised Cartan Calculus [52, 53].
We want to introduce a nilpotent derivative so that we obtain a chain complex
A(1=5; 0) @^    B(2=5; 1=2) @^    C(3=5; 1=2) @^    D(4=5; 1) ; (4.1)
between the modules required for the tensor hierarchy, summarised in table 1.
In order to avoid clutter we will from here onwards drop the  value when referring to
the modules in table 1, with the GL(10)-values always to be taken as in table 1. We will
also make use of a scalar density S(1; 1) which has weight 1 under both the generalised Lie
derivative and GL(10)-dieomorphisms, but again we will refer to it simply as S(1). We
also dene a bilinear product  between certain modules, which maps as follows.
 A(1=5) B(2=5) C(3=5) D(4=5)
A(1=5) B(2=5) C(3=5) D(4=5) S(1)
B(2=5) C(3=5) D(4=5) S(1)
C(3=5) D(4=5) S(1)
D(4=5) S(1)
Finally, we want the nilpotent derivative @^ and the product  to obey the following iden-
tity [52, 53]: for all  2 A(1=5) and T 2 B(2=5) or C(3=5),
LT =  

@^T

+ @^ (  T ) : (4.2)
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We use the same  product as in the \at case" [53], dened as
(A1  A2)a =
1
4
abcdeAbc1 Ade2 ;
(A  B)a = AabBb ;
(A  C)ab =
1
4
abcdeAcdCe ;
A  D = 1
2
AabDab ;
(B1  B2)ab = B2[aBj1jb] ;
B  C = BaCa ;
(4.3)
and which is dened to be symmetric when acting on dierent modules. However, we
modify the derivative @^ to be
@^Bab = 1
2
abcdercdBe ; @^Ca = rbaCb ; @^Da = 1
2
abcderbcDde ; (4.4)
where B 2 B(2=5), C 2 C(3=5) and D 2 D(4=5). Note that these denitions also map the
GL(10) weights as required, see table 1.
The derivative rab is as in (3.43) and it is important to note that @^ thus satises
integration by parts when ab = 0. Let us now check the nilpotency, starting with
@^@^C
ab
=
1
2
abcdercdrfeCf : (4.5)
We can split this expression into terms quadratic in the embedding tensor components,
those linear in the embedding tensor components and those without. For those without
we nd 
@^@^C
ab
0
=  1
2
abcdeDcdDefCf : (4.6)
We use the identity
2D[abDcd] = 2Da[bDcd] +

D[cd; Djajb]

; (4.7)
and the section condition (3.29) to write this as
@^@^C
ab
0
=  1
4
abcde [Def ; Dcd] Cf : (4.8)
It is now easy to check using the coecients of anholonomy (3.23), the linear con-
straint (3.25) and (3.43) that the terms linear in Sab, Z
ab;c and ab vanish. The terms
quadratic in the embedding tensor vanish by the quadratic constraint (3.27). The same
steps can be used to show that 
@^@^D

a
= 0 ; (4.9)
thus showing that the derivative @^ is nilpotent. One can also check that this nilpotent
derivative @^ is covariant under generalised Lie derivatives in the sense that the following
diagram commutes:
A B C D
A B C D
L
@^
L
@^
L
@^
L
@^ @^ @^
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4.2 Tensor hierarchy
We now construct the tensor hierarchy [54, 55] as in EFT [17] by introducing eld strengths
of the various potentials in table 1. Mutatis mutandis, the construction in this section is
formally identical to that presented in [53]. That is, the arguments and formulae in [52, 53]
hold, subject to the modication of the generalised Lie derivative (3.19) and the nilpotent
derivative (4.4). Thus, we will keep the discussion here brief and refer the interested readers
to the original construction in E6 [17] as well as [52, 53].
The elds of the tensor hierarchy are forms of the external spacetime as well as forms
of the extended space, i.e. of the chain complex (4.1). Because they can depend on both the
external spacetime and the extended space, they will transform under generalised dieo-
morphisms, GL(10)-dieomorphisms and external dieomorphisms. To account for these
dierent symmetries, we introduce a covariant derivative for the external directions [17]
D = @   LA : (4.10)
Its commutator denes a eld strength
[D; D ] =  LF ; (4.11)
where
F = 2@[A]   [A; A ]E : (4.12)
Here [V; W ]E =
1
2 (LVW   LWV ) is the antisymmetrisation of the generalised Lie deriva-
tive. Although (4.11) is manifestly invariant under generalised Lie derivatives, the naive
eld strength F as dened in (4.12) is not. The deviation from covariance is however a
term that generates a trivial generalised Lie derivative, i.e. it is of the form

@^B
ab
. This
intertwining between forms of dierent degrees is a dening feature of the tensor hierarchy,
which continues by dening a eld strength for B;a etc.
Subject to the modications of the generalised Lie derivative and the nilpotent operator
@^, we can proceed with formally equivalent denitions as for the \at" case [53]. In particu-
lar, we dene the covariant eld strengths (we now drop the SL(5) indices to avoid clutter)
F = 2@[A]   [A;A ]E + @^B ;
H = 3D[B]   3@[A  A] +A[  [A ;A]]E + @^C ;
J = 4D[C] + 3@^B[  B]   6F[  B] + 4A[  (A  @A])
 A[  (A  [A;A]]E) + @^D :
(4.13)
From these denitions, one can see that the eld strengths satisfy the Bianchi identities
3D[F] = @^H ;
4D[H] + 3F[  F] = @^J :
(4.14)
Varying the gauge potentials leads to the following variations of the eld strengths
F = 2D[A] + @^B ;
H = 3D[B]   3A[  F] + @^C ;
J = 4D[C]   4A[  H]   6F[ B] + @^D ;
(4.15)
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where we dened the \covariant" gauge eld variations
B = B +A[  A] ; (4.16)
C = C   3A[  B] +A[  (A  A]) ;
D = D 4A[  C]+3B[  (B]+2A  A])+A[  (A  (A  A])) :
Finally, the eld strengths are invariant under the gauge transformations given by
A = D  @^ ;
B =   F + 2D[]   @^ ;
C =   H + 3F[  ] + 3D[]   @^
 ;
D =   J   4H[  ] + 6F[ ] + 4D[
] :
(4.17)
4.3 Topological term
We now wish to construct the analogue of the topological term of EFT [26] which re-
duces in the locally at case to the topological term of seven-dimensional maximal gauged
SUGRA [71]. Using the formalism described above, we construct it as a boundary term in
eight external and ten extended dimensions. The proposed term is
Stop =   1
2
p
6
Z
d10Y d8x

1
4
@^J1:::4  J5:::8   4F12  (H3:::5  H6:::8)

1:::8 :
(4.18)
Here we abuse notation by labelling the eight-dimensional space and the seven-dimensional
external space that is its boundary by the same indices, i.e.  = 1; : : : ; 8 above. It is easy
to check that the integrand has the appropriate weight under generalised dieomorphisms,
GL(10)-dieomorphisms and external dieomorphisms. We will show that when the trom-
bone vanishes, the variation of (4.18) is a boundary term, because this is sucient for
calculating the action. We use the fact that when ab = 0 we can integrate the nilpotent
derivative @^ by parts, to obtain
Stop =   1
2
p
6
Z
d10Y d8x
h
 8D1(A2(H345H678))+2D1

@^C234  J5:::8

 24D1 (F23  (B45  H678))
i
1:::8 : (4.19)
As noted earlier, when the trombone is non-vanishing, there is no action principle because
we cannot integrate by parts, mirroring the behaviour in gauged SUGRA [68] and in
\gauged" EFT [69].
5 The action
We now wish to write an EFT action, with a curved GL(5)+-structure. This has a sim-
ilar form to seven-dimensional maximal gauged supergravity, with an \external" seven-
dimensional metric g with vielbein e

. Under generalised dieomorphisms, this external
vielbein transforms as a scalar of weight 1=5, i.e.
Le = 1
2
abrabe + 1
10
erabab : (5.1)
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In addition there are 14 scalars parameterising the coset space SL(5)SO(5) . We can write these
in terms of the generalised metric
Mab = ~Eaa~Ebbab ; (5.2)
where a transforms under SL(5) and a transforms under SO(5). Note that the structure
group can always be reduced to its maximal compact subgroup, thus in this case from
GL(5)+ to SO(5), so that the existence of Mab does not impose further restrictions on the
10-dimensional manifold. Finally there are also the eld strengths of the tensor hierarchy,
which have been described in detail in the preceding section 4.
Schematically, the action takes the form
S = SEH + SSK + SGK + Stop + Spot : (5.3)
Here, we have
 SEH is an Einstein-Hilbert-like term, involving the D derivative, which is thus in-
variant under generalised dieomorphisms,
 SSK is the kinetic term for the scalars Mab,
 SGK contains the kinetic terms for the gauge elds of the tensor hierarchy,
 Stop is the topological term, see 4.3,
 Spot is the potential term, written completely in terms of g and Mab.
Apart from the potential, the various terms appearing in the action (5.3) are very similar to
the usual EFT construction, see for example the original discussion in [17] and the specic
example of SL(5) in [26], and so we will keep their discussion brief. Each term is manifestly
invariant under generalised dieomorphisms and GL(10)-dieomorphisms, but not under
external dieomorphisms, which act as follows
g = 
Dg + D
g + D
g ;
Mab = DMab ;
Aab = Fab +MacMbdgrcd ;
B;a = H;a ;
Ca = Ja :
(5.4)
Here (x; Y ) can depend on both the external and the extended coordinates. This is why
we use D, the covariant external derivative introduced in section 4. For example D acts
on g as
Dg = @g   LAg : (5.5)
The variations (5.4) are the GL(10)-covariant generalisation of [17].
We further take Eab to be independent of the external coordinates, x, so that
DEabM = 0 : (5.6)
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It follows that
[D;rab] = 0 : (5.7)
The variation of EabM also vanishes
EabM = 0 : (5.8)
Requiring (on-shell) invariance under the external dieomorphisms xes the relative
coecients between the terms appearing in (5.3). We leave the details of the calculation
to the appendix D.
5.1 Covariant Einstein-Hilbert term
Here we follow [25] in constructing an Einstein-Hilbert term for the external metric g
that is invariant under generalised dieomorphisms. The alternative is to use the vielbein
formalism [17]. We can dene a Riemann tensor that is covariant under external dieo-
morphisms, generalised dieomorphisms and GL(10)-dieomorphisms as in the usual way,
but everywhere replacing @ ! D, i.e.
R = D 

  D  +         ; (5.9)
where
  = g


D(g)  
1
2
Dg

: (5.10)
The Einstein-Hilbert term is then
SEH =
Z
d10Y d7xEe gR : (5.11)
For the variation under external dieomorphisms, see appendix D, it useful to integrate all
terms involving second-order derivatives by parts to obtain | up to boundary terms |
SEH =
Z
d10Y d7xEe

1
2
Dg
D ln g +
1
4
gD ln gD ln g
+
1
4
gDg
Dg   1
2
gDg
Dg

:
(5.12)
5.2 Kinetic terms
The kinetic term for the scalar is again dened simply by replacing the usual partial
derivative with a covariant derivative @ ! D, so that
SSK =
1
4
Z
d10Y d7xEe gDMabDMab : (5.13)
The coecient 14 is required to ensure invariance under external dieomorphisms.
For the gauge potentials we use the eld strengths dened in section 4.2 but we only
introduce kinetic terms for F and H as the higher forms can be dualised to just these
two. We obtain the action
SGK =  1
8
Z
d10Y d7xEe

FabF;cdMacMbd + 2
3
H;aHbMab

; (5.14)
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where the factors  18 and 23 are required to ensure invariance under external dieomor-
phisms. At this point we should also highlight that the equation of motion coming from
varying C here and in the topological term (4.18) gives rise to a duality relation which
in the locally at case reduces to the M-theory duality between three-form and six-form
and to the IIB self-duality. It takes the form
4:::7J1:::7a / eH123bMab ; (5.15)
and is required for the action to be invariant under external dieomorphisms, see
appendix D.
5.3 Scalar potential
We next consider the scalar potential. This is expressed in terms of the scalar degrees of
freedom which are encapsulated in the generalised metricMab. We will calculate the scalar
potential by requiring it to be invariant under generalised dieomorphisms as well as reduc-
ing to the right supergravity action in the locally at case and when the section condition
is solved. This implies that the potential is made of two independently invariant parts
Spot =
Z
d10Y d7xEe

V1 +
1
8
MacMbd ~rabg ~rcdg

; (5.16)
where V1 depends only on M and ~r is a connection under the generalised Lie deriva-
tive (3.20) and dened as
~rabV c = rabV c + ~ ab;dcV d   wabV c ; (5.17)
for a vector V c of weight w. We will use a Weitzenbock-like connection
~ ab;c
d =  ~EccrabE dc ; ab =
5
7
Dab ln e ; (5.18)
and derive V1 in terms of the generalised torsion of this connection, mirroring the construc-
tion in [58, 64].6 The generalised torsion is dened as
L ~r   L

V a =
1
2
Tbc;d
abcV d   1
2
wTbc
bcV a ; (5.19)
where Tab is an irrep of the generalised torsion. Explicitly, we nd
Tab;c
d = ~ ab;c
d   4
5
dc ~ e[a;b]
e + 2~ c[a;b]
d   2~ ce;[aedb]  
2
25
dcab  
2
5
c[a
d
b] : (5.20)
From (5.19) and (5.18) one can see that the torsion is invariant under GL(10) dieo-
morphisms and transforms as a tensor of weight  15 under generalised dieomorphisms.
However, for the connection (5.18) this torsion is not SO(5) invariant. We will return to
this shortly to determine the potential uniquely. Let us rst decompose Tab;c
d into its irreps
Tab;c
d =
1
2
d[a
~Sb]c +
1
2
abcef ~Z
ef;d   1
27

25 d[aTb]c + 5 
d
cTab

: (5.21)
6This is related to the ux formulation of DFT and EFT but is dierent to the construction used in [49].
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Explicitly, these are given by
~Sab = Tc(a;b)
c = 4~ c(a;b)
c ;
~Zab;c =
1
3!
abdefTde;f
c =
1
2
abdef ~ de;f
c   1
2
abcde~ [fd;e]
f ;
Tab =  5
3
Tc[a;b]
c =
6
5
ab + ~ e[a;b]
e ;
(5.22)
and live in the 1540010, just as the embedding tensor does [71]. We can now construct
six independent generalised dieomorphism scalar densities
A = ~Sab ~ScdMacMbd ; B =

~SabMab
2
;
C =MacMbdTabTcd ; D =MabMcdMef ~Zac;e ~Zbd;f ; (5.23)
E =MabMcdMef ~Zac;b ~Zde;f ; F =MacMbd ~rabTcd :
These terms do not individually form SO(5) scalars. However, the following combina-
tion does
V1 =   1
16
MacMbd ~Sab ~Scd + 1
32
MacMbd ~Sac ~Sbd   5
12
MacMbdTabTcd
  1
2
MabMcdMef ~Zac;e ~Zbd;f + 1
2
MabMcdMef ~Zac;b ~Zed;f  MacMbd ~rabTcd :
(5.24)
One can see this by explicitly rewriting this in terms of the generalised metric. The details
of this calculation can be found in appendix C. When the background trombone vanishes,
ab = 0, then we can write (5.24) up to the section condition (3.29), the quadratic and
linear constraints (3.27), (3.25) and the relationship (3.23) as follows
Spot =
Z
d10Y d7xEe
 
1
8
MacMbdrabgrcdg   5
14
MacMbdDab ln eDcd ln e
  12
7
MacDabMbdDcd ln e  6
7
MacMbdrabDcd ln e  1
2
rabMacrcdMbd
+
1
8
MacMbdrabMefrcdMef + 1
2
MacMbdrabMefrecMdf
 MacrabrcdMbd +MacMbd

  1
2
!ae;c
e!bf;d
f   1
2
!ae;c
f!bf;d
e
+
1
2
!ae;b
e!df;c
f   1
2
!ae;b
f!df;c
e   !ae;df!fc;be   !ae;f e!cd;bf
!
:
(5.25)
This form of the scalar potential is manifestly SO(5) invariant but no longer man-
ifestly invariant under generalised dieomorphisms. The appearance of the connection
components !ab;c
d is similar to the structure of the scalar potential of DFTWZW [47, 48].
It would also be interesting to see this potential derived using a torsion-free connection,
for example following [17, 70, 72] for the uctuations.
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Before moving on, let us give the action in a form where the boundary terms have
been integrated by parts (in the case when ab = 0 vanishes)
Spot =
Z
d10Y d7xEe
 
1
8
MacMbdrabgrcdg + 1
8
MacMbdDab ln g Dcd ln g
+
1
2
MacrabMbdrcd ln g+ 1
2
rabMacrcdMbd+ 1
8
MacMbdrabMefrcdMef
+
1
2
MacMbdrabMefrecMdf+MacMbd

  1
2
!ae;c
e!bf;d
f  1
2
!ae;c
f!bf;d
e
+
1
2
!ae;b
e!df;c
f   1
2
!ae;b
f!df;c
e   !ae;df!fc;be   !ae;f e!cd;bf
!
:
(5.26)
We can also rewrite this form of the scalar potential in terms of the \big generalised metric"
Mab;cd = 2Ma[cMd]b. This allows one to compare the scalar potential to that found in the
at SL(5) EFT [26]. The result is
Spot =
Z
d10Y d7xEe

1
4
MABrAgrBg + 1
4
MABDA ln g DB ln g
+
1
2
rAMABrB ln g+ 1
12
MABrAMCDrBMCD  1
2
MABrAMCDrCMBD

 Mab;cd

1
2
!ae;c
e!bf;d
f +
1
2
!ae;f
e!cd;b
f +
1
2
!ae;c
f!bf;d
e   !ae;df!fc;be

: (5.27)
Here we label antisymmetric pairs of indices as A = [ab], A = 1; : : : ; 10 and every contrac-
tion of these 10-d indices A;B comes with a factor of 12 when written in terms of the SL(5)
indices. For example, the rst term would read
1
4
MABrAgrBg = 1
16
Mab;cdrabgrcdg : (5.28)
The details of this calculation can be found in appendix C.2.
The rst two lines in (5.27) reduce immediately to the SL(5) EFT action of [26] when
the covariant derivatives are replaced by partial derivatives, while the nal line represents
a non-minimal modication in the case of uxes, just as in DFTWZW [47{49]. It is thus
easy to see that when the uxes vanish we reproduce the usual SL(5) action [26]. When
they do not vanish but the GL(5)+-structure is locally at, we expect to obtain the gauged
SL(5) EFT action.
6 Discussion
In this paper we have shown that it is possible to dene a full SL(5) EFT, on any 10-
manifold with GL(5)+-structure. When the GL(5)+-structure is locally at the formulation
here reduces to the usual EFT formulation. Furthermore the action given here reduces ex-
actly to the one found in the usual EFT formulation [26]. The benet of the approach here
is that since we are patching the EFT not just with generalised dieomorphisms, but with
ordinary GL(10)-dieomorphisms, we can also describe non-geometric backgrounds, as rst
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discussed in [51]. In the set-up presented here usual geometric backgrounds should then
be related to 10-manifolds whose structure group can be further reduced from GL(5)+
to Ggeom, its geometric subgroup. When this is not possible, the background would be
non-geometric.
One may also wonder what the physical signicance of the curvature of the GL(5)+-
structure is. At this point we can only speculate that this may allow us to describe non-
Abelian T-dualities [67]. Also, as argued in [66], when the GL(5)+-structure is not locally
at, the theory is not background dependent. This is due to the fact that uctuations about
the background are described by elements of GL(5)+ but the background, encapsulated in
the GL(10) vielbeine EabM , is not.
This may suggest that we should limit ourselves to 10-manifolds with locally at
GL(5)+-structure. However, as discussed in [73] for the O(D;D) case, this is a very restric-
tive requirement for the extended space. One may wonder what three- or four-dimensional
manifolds can be described as solutions of the section condition on this restricted set
of 10-manifolds.
An interesting contrast to the generalised geometry picture then emerges: as noted
in [73] while for DFT/EFT, there would be restrictions on the allowed extended manifold,
it is always possible to dene a generalised geometry with at O(D;D)- or Ed(d)-structure
on the generalised tangent bundle of any manifold. This may be reconcilable since the
local atness restriction applies to the full doubled space not to the physical manifold
obtained after applying the section condition. Indeed, it has been observed in [66] that the
perturbations around WZW-backgrounds can be adequately described by DFT. This seems
to suggest that these manifolds admit a locally at O(D;D) structure and so would be an
explicit example of backgrounds with interesting topology whose doubled space may admit
locally at O(D;D)-structure. We leave these questions open for future publications.
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A Closure constraints
We begin with (3.19), where bc;d
a is for now an unspecied constant, i.e.
LV a = 1
2
bcDbcV
a +
1
5
V aDbc
bc   V bDbcac + 1
2
bc;d
abcV d ; (A.1)
where  has weight 15 . The algebra closes if
[L1 ; L2 ]V a = L[1;2]EV a ; (A.2)
with
[1; 2]E =
1
2
(L12   L21) : (A.3)
To keep this tractable we will call
Aa = [L1 ; L2 ]V a ; Ba = L[1;2]EV a ; Ca = Aa  Ba : (A.4)
Each of these expressions will involve terms which are independent of ab;c
d, linear in ab;c
d
and quadratic in ab;c
d. We will denote these with the subscripts 0, 1 and 2. We nd for
the ab;c
d-independent terms
Aa0 =
1
8
bc1 
de
2 [Dbc; Dde]V
a +
1
10
V abc1 DbcDde
de
2  
1
2
V bde1 DdeDbc
ac
2
+
1
4
de1 Dde
bc
2 DbcV
a   V bDbede1 Ddcac2   (1$ 2) ;
Ba0 =
1
4
de1 Dde
bc
2 DbcV
a   3
4
de1 D[de
bc
2 Dbc]V
a   1
5
V acd1 DbcDde
be
2
+
3
4
V bde1 Db[cDde]
ac
2  
1
2
V bde1 DbcDde
ac
2 +
3
4
V bac1 Db[cDde]
de
2
  3
2
V bD[bc
de
1 Dde]
ac
2 +
1
2
V bDbe
de
1 Dcd
ac
2   (1$ 2) ;
(A.5)
To simplify these expressions, note that
D[abDcd] =
1
2
Da[bDcd]  
1
2
D[cdDb]a = Da[bDcd]  
1
2

Da[b; Dcd]

: (A.6)
Hence we can write
Da[bDcd] = D[abDcd] +
1
2

Da[b; Dcd]

; D[cdDjajb] = D[abDcd]  
1
2

Da[b; Dcd]

: (A.7)
Using these identities we nd that the dierence Ca is given by
Ca0 =
1
8
cd1 
ef
2 [Dcd; Def ]V
a   1
10
V ade1 [Dbc; Dde] 
bc
2 +
3
10
V ade1 D[deDbc]
bc
2
  3
8
V bde1 [Dde; Dbc] 
ac
2  
1
4
V bde1 [Dbe; Dcd] 
ac
2  
3
4
V bde1 D[bcDde]
ac
2
+
1
4
V bac1 [Dbd; Dce] 
de
2  
1
8
V bac1 [Dbc; Dde] 
de
2  
3
4
V bac1 D[bcDde]
de
2
+
3
4
de1 D[de
bc
2 Dbc]V
a   3
2
V bD[bc
de
1 Dde]
ac
2   (1$ 2) :
(A.8)
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Let us now turn to the terms linear in ab;c
d, given by
Aa1 =
1
4
V fde1 Dde
bc
2 bc;f
a   1
2
V fde1 Dfc
bc
2 de;b
a +
1
2
V fbc1 Dde
ae
2 bc;f
d   (1$ 2) ;
Ba1 =
1
40
de
de
1 
bc
2 DbcV
a   1
40
de
bc
1 
de
2 DbcV
a +
1
8
de;[f
[bg]
c]de1 
fg
2 DbcV
a
  1
8
de;[f
[bg]
c]fg1 
de
2 DbcV
a   1
50
V ade
bc
1 Dbc
de
2 +
1
50
V ade
de
1 Dbc
bc
2
+
1
10
V ade1 de;f
cDbc
bf
2  
1
10
V abf1 de;f
cDbc
de
2  
1
4
V bde;f
cde1 Dbc
af
2
  1
10
deV
bde1 Dbc
ac
2 +
1
4
V bde;f
caf1 Dbc
de
2 +
1
10
V bde
ac
1 Dbc
de
2
+ de;f
a

1
4
V bde1 Dbc
cf
2  
1
4
V bcf1 Dbc
de
2  
1
8
V fde1 Dbc
bc
2 +
1
8
V fbc1 Dbc
de
2
+
1
2
V fbe1 Dbc
dc
2

  (1$ 2) ;
Ca1 =
1
8

 1
5
de
de
1 
bc
2 +
1
5
de
bc
1 
de
2   de;[f [bg]c]de1 fg2 + de;[f [bg]c]fg1 de2

DbcV
a
+
1
10
V a

1
5
de
bc
1 Dbc
de
2  
1
5
de
de
1 Dbc
bc
2   de1 de;f cDbcbf2 + bf1 de;f cDbcde2

+ V bde1

1
4
de;f
cDbc
af
2 +
1
2
de;b
fDfc
ac
2 +
1
10
deDbc
ac
2

+ V bDbc
de
2

 1
4
de;f
caf1  
1
10
de
ac
1

+ de;f
a

1
4
V bde1 Dbc
cf
2 +
1
4
V bcf1 Dbc
de
2
+
1
8
V fde1 Dbc
bc
2 +
1
8
V fbc1 Dbc
de
2 +
1
2
V fbe1 Dbc
cd
2

  (1$ 2) : (A.9)
For later on, it will be convenient to further split Ca1 = D
a
1 + E
a
1 + F
a
1 with
Da1 = de;f
a

1
4
V bde1 Dbc
cf
2 +
1
4
V bcf1 Dbc
de
2 +
1
8
V fde1 Dbc
bc
2 +
1
8
V fbc1 Dbc
de
2
+
1
2
V fbe1 Dbc
cd
2

  (1$ 2)
Ea1 = V
bde1

1
4
de;f
cDbc
af
2 +
1
2
de;b
fDfc
ac
2 +
1
10
deDbc
ac
2

+ V bDbc
de
2

 1
4
de;f
caf1  
1
10
de
ac
1

  (1$ 2)
F a1 =
1
8

 1
5
de
de
1 
bc
2 +
1
5
de
bc
1 
de
2   de;[f [bg]c] + de;[f [bg]c]fg1 de2

DbcV
a
+
1
10
V a

1
5
de
bc
1 Dbc
de
2  
1
5
de
de
1 Dbc
bc
2   de1 de;f cDbcbf2 + bf1 de;f cDbcde2

  (1$ 2) : (A.10)
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Finally, the terms quadratic in ab;c
d are given by
Aa2 =
1
8
V fbc1 
de
2 (bc;g
ade;f
g   de;gabc;f g)  (1$ 2) ;
Ba2 =
1
8
V fbc1 
de
2

dg;f
abc;e
g   bg;f ade;cg + 1
5
de;f
abc   1
5
bc;f
ade

 (1$ 2) :
(A.11)
Let us begin with the quadratic terms. Their dierence is given by
Ca2 =
1
8
V fbc1 
de
2

bc;g
ade;f
g   de;gabc;f g   dg;f abc;eg + bg;f ade;cg
  1
5
de;f
abc +
1
5
bc;f
ade

  (1$ 2)
=
1
8
V fbc1 
de
2

^bc;g
a^de;f
g   ^de;ga^bc;f g   ^dg;f a^bc;eg + ^bg;f a^de;cg
+
1
5
af ^bc;e
gdg   1
5
af ^de;c
gbg

  (1$ 2) ;
(A.12)
where ^ab;c
d = ab;c
d + 15
d
c ab. The rst line is proportional to the quadratic constraint of
gauged supergravities and thus vanishes if we impose that quadratic constraint (3.27)
2^ab;[c
h^d]h;e
f   ^ab;eh^cd;hf + ^ab;hf ^cd;eh = 0 : (A.13)
The second line can also be shown to vanish using the quadratic constraint, if we also
impose the linear constraint (3.28). To see this, note that the second line can be written as
 =
1
40
V abc1 
de
2 (^bc;e
gdg   ^de;cgbg)  (1$ 2)
=
1
40
V abc1 
de
2 bc;de ;
(A.14)
with ab;cd 2 45. Thus we can also write it as
a
bc =
1
3!
bcdefad;ef ;
= bcdef

1
3
eg ^ad;f
g   1
6
ag ^ef;d
g +
1
6
dg ^ef;a
g

= 0 ;
(A.15)
which vanishes by the quadratic constraint (A.13). Thus we have Ca2 = 0.
Let us now look at the DbcV
a terms in Ca0 and C
a
1 . For these to vanish we nd
0 = bc1 
de
2

[Dbc; Dde]V
a  

bc;[d
[fe]
g] + de;[b
[fc]
g] +
1
5
bc
fg
de  
1
5
de
fg
bc

DfgV
a

:
(A.16)
Thus we are lead to impose
[Dbc; Dde] =

bc;[d
[fe]
g]   de;[b[fc]g] +
1
5
bc
fg
de  
1
5
de
fg
bc

Dfg ; (A.17)
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This also ensures that the terms involving V a without derivatives cancel up to the term
3
10
V ade1 D[deDbc]
bc
2 ; (A.18)
of Ca0 , which will have to be cancelled by the remaining terms. The remaining cancellations
are ensured by the linear constraint, which implies that only the 15, 400 and 10  10
24
are non-zero. Thus, we can write
ab;c
d =
1
2
d[aSb]c +
1
2
abcefZ
ef;d +
2
15
dc ab +
2
3
d[ab]c (A.19)
Let us now show that with these representations Ca vanishes, up to the constraint (3.30)
and the section condition (3.29). We will do so by considering the individual representations
in turn. Let us begin with the 15, so that we will for now set
ab;c
dj15 = 1
2
d[aSb]c : (A.20)
Then we nd for Ca1
Ca1 j15 = W b

1
8
ef1 ScfDbeV
ac   1
4
ef1 SbfScfDce
ac
2  
1
8
ac1 ScfDbe
ef
2

+W bef1

1
8
ScfDbe
ac
2 +
1
16
ScbDef
ac
2  
1
8
SbfDec
ac
2

+W bac1

1
8
ScfDbe
ef
2 +
1
16
SbcDef
ef
2 +
1
8
SbfDce
ef
2

  (1$ 2)
= W bef1

1
4
ScfDbe
ac
2 +
1
16
SbcDef
ac
2  
1
8
SbfDce
ac
2

+W bac1

1
16
SbcDef
ef
2 +
1
8
SbfDce
ef
2

  (1$ 2) :
(A.21)
In the rst equality, the rst line comes from the terms of Ca1 where the free index a is
on 1D
ac
2 and 
ac
1 D2, while the second and third line come from D
a
1 j15. The totally
antisymmetric terms such as D[ab 
 Dcd] cannot contribute to the 15 so we only need to
consider the commutator terms of Ca0 . They are given by
Ca0 j15
= V bef1

  3
16
Dbe
ac
2 +
3
16
SbdDce
ac
2  
1
16
SefDbe
ac
2  
1
16
SbcDef
ac
2  
1
16
SbfDce
ac
1

+ V bac1

1
8
ScfDbe
ef
2  
1
16
SbfDce
ef
2 +
1
16
ScfDbe
ef
2  
1
16
SbcDef
ef
2  
1
16
SbfDce
ef
2

  (1$ 2)
= V bef1

 1
4
ScfDbe
ac
2 +
1
8
SbfDce
ac
2  
1
16
SbcDef
ac
2

V bac1

  1
16
SbcDef
ef
2  
1
8
SbfDbe
ef
2

  (1$ 2) : (A.22)
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We see that Caj15 = 0 as required.
Let us now turn to the 400. For that write
ab;c
dj400 = 1
2
abcefZ
ef;d : (A.23)
We start with Da1 j400 . Note that
5!AdefV
[bde1 Dbc
cf ]
2 = 12Adef

2V bde1 Dbc
cf
2 + 2V
bcf1 Dbc
de
2
+4V fbe1 Dbc
cd
2 + V
fde1 Dbc
bc
2 + V
fbc1 Dbc
de
2

= Adef 
bdecf ghijkV
ghi1 Dbc
jk
2 :
(A.24)
where Adef is totally antisymmetric in its indices. This is exactly the form of the terms in
D1aj400 so we see that
Da1 j400 = de;f aj400

1
4
V bde1 Dbc
cf
2 +
1
4
V bcf1 Dbc
de
2 +
1
8
V fde1 Dbc
bc
2
+
1
8
V fbc1 Dbc
de
2 +
1
2
V fbe1 Dbc
cd
2

  (1$ 2)
=
1
2
1
96
defghZ
gh;abdecf ijklmV
ijk1 Dbc
lm
2   (1$ 2)
=
1
16
Zbc;adefghV
def1 Dbc
gh
2   (1$ 2) ;
(A.25)
The remaining terms of Ca1 j400 are in Ea1 j400 and are given by
Ea1 j400 = V bde1

1
4
de;c
f j400Dbfac2 +
1
2
de;b
f j400Dfcac2

  1
4
V bac1 de;c
f j400Dbfde2
  (1$ 2)
= V bde1 Z
gh;f

1
8
decghDbf
ac
2 +
1
4
debghDfc
ac
2

  1
8
V bac1 Z
gh;f decghDbf
de
2
  (1$ 2) : (A.26)
On the other hand, the commutator terms in Ca0 j400 give
Ca0 j400 = V bde1 Zgh;f

3
16
degh[bDc]f
ac
2  
3
16
bcgh[dDe]f
ac
2  
1
16
bdghcDef
ac
2
  1
16
beghdDcf
ac
2  
1
16
cdghbDef
ac
2 +
1
16
cdgheDbf
ac
2

  (1$ 2)
+ V aac1 Z
gh;f

 1
8
bdgh[cDe]f
de
2 +
1
8
cegh[bDd]f
de
2 +
1
16
bcgh[dDe]f
de
2
  1
16
degh[bDc]f
de
2

  (1$ 2) :
(A.27)
Once again, we cannot have a contribution from the totally antisymmetric terms D[ab
Dcd]
so that (A.25), (A.26) and (A.27) must cancel amongst themselves. To see how this works,
rst observe that
degh[bZ
gh;fDc]f =  bcgh[dZgh;fDe]f +
1
2
bcdegZ
hf;gDhf ; (A.28)
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where we use, amongst other things, that Z [ab;c] = 0. Thus, we nd
Caj400 = V bde1 Zgh;f

1
4
bdeghDcf
ac
2  
1
8
cdeghDbf
ac
2  
3
32
bcdefDgh
ac
2

+ V bac1 Z
gh;f

 1
8
degh[bDc]f
de
2  
1
8
bdgh[cDe]f
de
2 +
1
8
cegh[bDd]f
de
2
+
1
32
bcdefDgh
de
2

  (1$ 2)
= V bde1 Z
gh;f

1
4
bdeghDcf
ac
2  
1
8
cdeghDbf
ac
2

+
1
8
V bac1 Z
gh;f decghDbf
de
2
  3
32
V bde1 Z
gh;f bcdefDgh
ac
2 +
1
32
V bac1 Z
gh;f bcdefDgh
de
2  (1$ 2) : (A.29)
Putting all this together we are left with
Caj400 = 1
16
Zbc;adefghV
def1 Dbc
gh
2  
3
32
V bde1 Z
gh;f bcdefDgh
ac
2
+
1
32
V bac1 Z
gh;f bcdefDgh
de
2   (1$ 2) :
(A.30)
For this to vanish we require
Zgh;aDgh + f
a(10) = 0 ; (A.31)
where fa(10) denotes a function of the 10-dimensional representation, which is valued in
the 5 irrep.
We will now show that when this takes the form (3.30) Ca vanishes by studying the 10.
First note that the totally antisymmetric terms D[abDcd] can now contribute. Let us take
D[abDcd] =  [abDcd] ; D[ab 
Dcd] = 0 ; (A.32)
and determine .
Let us, however, begin again with Da1 j10. Also, we will again make use of
bc;d
a = ^bc;d
a   1
5
ac ab ; ^bc;d
a = a[dbc] : (A.33)
Then, we nd
Da1 j10 =
1
96
abcefef ghijkV
ghi1 Dbc
jk
2 + de

1
20
V bde1 Dbc
ac
2 +
1
20
V bac1 Dbc
de
2
  1
40
V ade1 Dbc
bc
2  
1
40
V abc1 Dbc
de
2  
1
10
V abe1 Dbc
cd
2

  (1$ 2)
=
1
96
abcefef ghijkV
ghi1 Dbc
jk
2 +de

1
20
V bde1 Dbc
ac
2 +
1
20
V bac1 Dbc
de
2

  3
20
V abc1 [deDbc]
bc
2   (1$ 2) :
(A.34)
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For Ea1 j10 we nd
Ea1 j10 = V bde1

1
6
efDbd
af
2 +
1
3
beDcd
ac
2 +
1
5
deDbc
ac
2

+ V b

  2
15
ac1 deDbc
de
2 +
1
6
ad1 deDbc
ce
2

  (1$ 2) :
(A.35)
On the other hand from Ca0 j10 we obtain
Ca0 j10 = V bac1

1
12
bdDce
de
2  
1
12
ceDbd
de
2  
1
24
bcDde
de
2 +
1
24
deDbc
de
2

+ V bde1

+
1
8
bcDde
ac
2  
1
8
deDbc
ac
2 +
1
12
bdDce
ac
2 +
1
12
cdDbe
ac
2

  3
4
V bde1 [bcDde]
ac
2  
3
4
V bac1 [bcDde]
de
2 +
3
10
V ade1 [deDbc]
bc
2
  (1$ 2)
= V bac1

 1
4
[bcDde]
de
2  
1
6
ceDbd
de
2 +
1
12
deDbc
de
2

V bde2

3
4
[deDbc]
ac
2  
1
4
deDbc
ac
2  
1
6
cdDbe
ac
2 +
1
3
bdDce
ac
2

  3
4
V bde1 [bcDde]
ac
2  
3
4
V bac1 [bcDde]
de
2 +
3
10
V ade1 [deDbc]
bc
2
  (1$ 2) :
(A.36)
Putting all this together we nd
Caj10 = 1
96
abcijijdefghV
def1 Dbc
gh
2  
1
4
V bac1 [bcDde]
de
2 +
3
4
V bde1 [bcDde]
ac
2
  3
20
V abc1 [deDbc]
bc
2 +
3
10
V ade1 [deDbc]
bc
2  
3
4
V bde1 [bcDde]
ac
2
  3
4
V bac1 [bcDde]
de
2   (1$ 2)
=
1
96
abcijijdefghV
def1 Dbc
gh
2 +
5
4
V bac1 [deDbc]
de
2 +
9
4
V bde1 [bcDde]
ac
2
  3
4
V abc1 [deDbc]
bc
2   (+ 2)

3
4
V bde1 [bcDde]
ac
2 +
3
4
V bac1 [bcDde]
de
2
  3
10
V ade1 [deDbc]
bc
2

  (1$ 2)
=
1
96
abcijijdefghV
def1 Dbc
gh
2  
5!
32
deV
[abc1 Dbc
de]
2 +
4!
32
V bde1 [deDbc]
ac
2
  4!
96
V bac1 [deDbc]
de
2   (+ 2)

3
4
V bde1 [bcDde]
ac
2 +
3
4
V bac1 [bcDde]
de
2
  3
10
V ade1 [deDbc]
bc
2

  (1$ 2) : (A.37)
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We want to combine these dierent terms into expressions involving contractions of two
abcde symbols, to make contact with (A.30). We nd
Caj10 = 1
96
abcijijdefghV
def1 Dbc
gh
2  
1
32
abcijijdefghV
def1 Dbc
gh
2
+
1
32
fghijbcdefV
bde1 ijDgh
ac
2  
1
96
fghijbcdefV
bac1 ijDgh
de
2
  (+ 2)

3
4
V bde1 [bcDde]
ac
2 +
3
4
V bac1 [bcDde]
de
2
  3
10
V ade1 [deDbc]
bc
2

  (1$ 2)
=   1
48
abcijijdefghV
def1 Dbc
gh
2 +
1
32
fghijbcdefV
bde1 ijDgh
ac
2
  1
96
fghijbcdefV
bac1 ijDgh
de
2   (+ 2)

3
4
V bde1 [bcDde]
ac
2
+
3
4
V bac1 [bcDde]
de
2  
3
10
V ade1 [deDbc]
bc
2

  (1$ 2)
(A.38)
Thus, we have in total
Ca0 + C
a
1 =
1
16

Zbc;a   1
3
abcijij

defghV
def1 Dbc
gh
2
  3
32
V bde1

Zgh;f   1
3
fghijij

bcdefDgh
ac
2
+
1
32
V bac1

Zgh;f   1
3
fghijij

bcdefDgh
de
2
  (+ 2)

3
4
V bde1 [bcDde]
ac
2 +
3
4
V bac1 [bcDde]
de
2
  3
10
V ade1 [deDbc]
bc
2

  (1$ 2) ;
(A.39)
which vanishes if we impose  =  2 as in (3.29) and the constraint (3.30)
Zab;c   1
3
abcdede

Dab = 0 : (A.40)
Note that this is equivalent to the symmetric part of the hatted embedding tensor ^ab;c
d in
the 10-representation vanishing:
^ab;cd
ef + ^cd;ab
ef = 0 ; (A.41)
and hence we can also rewrite the commutator condition (A.17) as
[Dbc; Dde] = 2bc;[d
[fe]
g] +
2
5
bc
fg
de : (A.42)
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B Curvature
The curvature,
RMN;a
b =
1
4
EcdME
ef
NRcd;ef;a
b ; (B.1)
is traceless and thus lives in the irreducible representations
45
 24 = 5 45 45 50 70 105 280 480 : (B.2)
Note rst of all that the 45 can be described by the antisymmetric product of 10's or
equivalently as the traceless product of 5
 10. Let us therefore dene
Ra
bc
d
e =
1
3!
bcfghRaf;gh;e
d : (B.3)
This can be inverted as follows
Rab;cd;e
f =
3
2
cdkl[bAa]
kl : (B.4)
Let us now give the dierent irreducible components of the curvature:
5
(Rb
ac)bc =
7
8

1
4
SbcZ
ab;c   19
27
bcZ
bc;a   40
567
abcdebcde

: (B.5)
Using the quadratic constraints (3.28) we can write this as
(Rb
ac)bc =
221
1296
abcdebcde : (B.6)
The remaining irreducible representations are, up to the quadratic constraint, as follows.
The 70 and the two 45's are given by
70
(Ra
d(b)c)d+
1
6
(ca (Re
b)f )ef =   35
864
SadZ
d(b;c)  35
2592
(ba 
c)defgdefg+
85
1296
adefgZ
de;bZfg;c :
(B.7)
451
(Ra
d[b)c]d)  1
4
[ba (Rd
c]e)de =   7
384
bcdefSadef : (B.8)
452
(Rd
bc)d]a +
1
2
[ba (Rd
c]e)de =
67
1728
bcdefSadef : (B.9)
For the 50 consider
R^ab;cd = Ra[c;de];b
e (B.10)
and
~Rab;cd = R^ab;cd   R^ba;cd + R^cd;ab   R^dc;ab ; (B.11)
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Then it is given by
~Rab;cd  ~Ra[b;cd] =
3
16
Sa[cSd]b 
220
81
a[cd]b 
4
27
abefgcdhijZ
ef;hZij;g+
220
81
a[bcd] : (B.12)
The 105 gives rise to
P105R^

ab;cd
= P105

  1
24
Sabcd   1
192
Se(ba)cdfgZ
fg;e   23
216
e(ba)cdfgZ
fg;e

=   1
24
Sabcd   1
192
Se(ba)cdfgZ
fg;e   23
216
e(ba)cdfgZ
fg;e + : : : ;
(B.13)
where P105 denotes the projector onto this representation and the : : : refer to contractions
and (anti-)symmetrisations. For the 280 we obtain
(P280R)ab
cd;e = P280

  1
81
abZ
cd;e   19
216
abfghZ
cd;fZgh;e +
1
36
abfghZ
gh;[cZd]f;e

=   1
81
abZ
cd;e   19
216
abfghZ
cd;fZgh;e +
1
36
abfghZ
gh;[cZd]f;e + : : : ;
(B.14)
where P280 denotes the projector onto the 280 and the : : : refer to contractions and
(anti-)symmetrisations. Finally, there is the 480
(P480R)ab
cd;e = P480

  5
288
SabZ
cd;e

=   5
288
SabZ
cd;e + : : : ; (B.15)
where P480 denotes the projector onto the 480 and the : : : refer to contractions.
C Scalar potential
C.1 Lorentz-invariance vs dieomorphism invariance
Here we will show the details that allow one to rewrite the action (5.24) in terms of the
generalised metric as in (5.25).
Let us rst of all rewrite the terms in (5.24) in terms of the uctuation connection ~ .
A = 8MacMbd

~ ea;b
e~ fc;d
f + ~ ea;b
e~ fd;cf

;
B = 16MacMbd~ ea;ce~ fb;df ;
C =MacMbd

36
25
abcd +
24
5
ab~ ec;d
e + 2~ ea;b
e~ fc;d
f   ~ ea;be~ fd;cf

;
D =MacMbd

2~ ae;b
f ~ cf;d
e   2
3
~ ae;b
e~ cf;d
f +
2
3
~ ae;b
e~ df;c
f +MefMgh~ ab;eg~ cd;f h

;
E =MacMbd

 1
2
~ ab;e
f ~ cd;f
e + 2~ ab;e
f ~ cf;d
e + ~ ae;b
f ~ df;c
e +
1
2
MefMgh~ ab;eg~ cd;f h

;
F =MacMbd

2rab~ ec;de + 6
5
rabcd + 6
25
abcd +
2
5
ab~ ec;d
e   12
5
~ ab;c
eed
 2~ ab;ce~ fe;df   ~ ab;ce~ df;ee

: (C.1)
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Let us compare this to the possible terms of the action which involve two derivatives
of the generalised metric. These are given in terms of the uctuation connections as
MacMbdrabMefrcdMef =  2MacMbd~ ab;f e~ cd;ef   2MacMbdMefMgh~ ab;eg~ cd;f h ;
MacMbdrabMefrecMdf = 2MacMbd~ ab;ef ~ cf;de ;
rabMacrcdMbd =MacMbd

~ ef;c
e~ ab;d
f + ~ ae;c
f ~ fb;d
e
+ ~ eb;a
e~ cf;d
f + ~ ab;c
e~ ef;d
f

;
MacrabrcdMbd =MacMbd

 2rab~ ce;de + 2~ ab;de~ cf;ef + ~ ae;be~ cf;df
+~ ae;b
f ~ cf;d
e   ~Eee [rae; rcd] ~Ebe

: (C.2)
Let us explain how the last equation comes about in more detail. We use the fact that
MacrabrcdMbd =Macrab

~ cd;e
bMed + ~ cd;edMbe

=MacMbd

rae~ cd;be +rcd~ ce;be

+ : : : ;
(C.3)
where the : : : denote ~ 2 terms. We also have
~rab~ cd;f e   ~rcd~ ab;f e = ~ ab;f g~ cd;ge   ~ ab;ge~ cd;f g + ~Eee
h
~rab; ~rcd
i
~Ef e ; (C.4)
which is analogous to the statement that the usual Weitzenbock connection is at. Us-
ing (C.4) we can write (C.3) as in (C.2).
One can now check that it is possible to write the potential (5.24) in terms of (C.2) as
follows:
Spot =
Z
d10Y d7xEe
 
1
8
MacMbdrabgrcdg   5
14
MacMbdDab ln eDcd ln e
  12
7
MacDabMbdDcd ln e  6
7
MacMbdrabDcd ln e
  1
2
rabMacrcdMbd + 1
8
MacMbdrabMefrcdMef
+
1
2
MacMbdrabMefrecMdf  MacrabrcdMbd + V
!
:
(C.5)
We write the anomalous terms as V =  +  with the individual pieces given by
 =
1
2
MacMbd

 ~ ae;be~ df;cf 2~ ab;ce~ ef;df+~ ae;ce~ bf;df+~ af;be~ de;cf ~ af;ce~ be;df

;
 =MacMbd~Eee
h
~rab; ~rcd
i
~Eef
=Mac~Ebb

2ae;[b
fDc]f ~Eb
e  4
5
aeDbc~Eb
e 2!ae;[bfrc]f ~Ebe+2!bc;[afre]f ~Ebe

: (C.6)
To analyse these two terms further, let us split
~ ab;c
d =  ab;c
d   !ab;ec EccE de ; (C.7)
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where
 ab;c
d =  EccDabE dc : (C.8)
Let us now expand  in terms of pieces independent of !, labelled 0, those linear in !,
labelled 1, and those quadratic in !, labelled 2. Similarly,  has terms linear in  and
!, labelled 1, and terms quadratic in !, labelled 2. We nd that 0 is given by
0 =
1
2
MacMbd

  ae;be df;cf 2 ab;ce ef;df+ ae;ce bf;df+ af;be de;cf  af;ce be;df

;
(C.9)
and vanishes by the section condition. This is exactly the piece which is required in the
gauged EFT set-up to rewrite the action as a function of the embedding tensor in terms of
the generalised metric [58].
The terms in 1 and 1 are not SO(5)-invariant and thus they need to cancel. Using
the linear constraint we nd indeed that for vanishing background trombone ab = 0 their
contributions cancel, specically
1 =  1 =Mac~Ebb

1
8
~SabDce~Eb
e   1
8
~SceDab~Eb
e   1
8
~SacDbe~Eb
e +
1
6
abegh ~Z
gh;fDcf ~Eb
e

:
(C.10)
We are left with the terms quadratic in ! given by
2 + 2 =MacMbd

  1
2
!ae;c
e!bf;d
f   1
2
!ae;c
f!bf;d
e +
1
2
!ae;b
e!df;c
f
  1
2
!ae;b
f!df;c
e   !ae;df!fc;be   !ae;f e!cd;bf

:
(C.11)
C.2 Rewriting using \big" generalised metric
Let us rst x our notation. We label antisymmetric pairs of indices as A = [ab], A =
1; : : : ; 10. To avoid double counting every contraction of these 10-d indices A;B comes
with a factor of 12 when written in terms of the fundamental SL(5) indices. For example,
we would write
V AWA =
1
2
V abWab : (C.12)
Now consider the possible terms which involve two derivatives of the generalised metric.
For simplicity, we will work with the rst order action so there are no total derivative
terms. Then we can have the following terms:
MABrAMCDrBMCD = 1
16
Mab;cdrabM ef;ghrcdMef;gh
=
3
2
MacMbdrabMefrcdMef ;
MABrAMCDrCMBD = 1
16
Mab;cdrabM ef;ghrefMcd;gh
=  MacMbdrabMefrecMdf  rabMacrcdMbd ;
rAMABrB ln g = 1
4
rabMab;cdrcd ln g
=MacrabMbdrcd ln g :
(C.13)
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These allow us to rewrite the terms which do not contain !2 explicitly as
Spot =
Z
d10Y d7xEe

1
4
MABrAgrBg + 1
4
MABDA ln g DB ln g+
1
2
rAMABrB ln g
+
1
12
MABrAMCDrBMCD   1
2
MABrAMCDrCMBD

+ : : : : (C.14)
Finally, let us look at the terms involving !2. To this end we consider
Mab;cd!ae;c
f!bf;d
e =MacMbd

!ae;c
f!bf;d
e   !ae;df!bf;ce

;
Mab;cd!ae;c
e!bf;d
f =MacMbd

!ae;c
e!bf;d
f   !ae;be!df;cf

;
Mab;cd!ae;d
f!fc;b
e =MacMbd

!ae;d
f!fc;b
e   !ae;cf!fd;be

;
Mab;cd!ae;f
e!cd;b
f = 2MacMbd!ae;f e!cd;bf ;
(C.15)
and nd that we can write the !2 terms as
Spot =
Z
d10Y d7xEeMab;cd

 1
2
!ae;c
e!bf;d
f  1
2
!ae;f
e!cd;b
f  1
2
!ae;c
f!bf;d
e+!ae;d
f!fc;b
e

+ : : : : (C.16)
D External dieomorphisms
D.1 Topological term and gauge kinetic terms
To begin let us split the variation of the gauge eld A into 0A, which does not depend
on Mab, and 1A, which does. Thus, the relation
Aab = 0Aab + 1Aab ; (D.1)
with
0Aab = Fab ; 1Aab =MacMbdgrcd ; (D.2)
holds. Now the 0 variation of the eld strengths is given by
0Fab = LFab +
1
2
abcdeH;crde ;
0H;a = LH a + Jbrba ;
(D.3)
where L is exterior Lie derivative which is the usual 7-dimensional Lie derivative but with
the covariant derivative D. We will also need
1H;a =  
3
4
abcdeMbfMcgrfgg[F]de : (D.4)
Using these results, we nd the anomalous variation of the topological term to take a simple
form. Here we express it as a variation of the 7-dimensional Lagrangian,
Ltop =   1p
6

2MacMbdrcdg1J234;cJ566;d +rab (J1:::3a)J4:::7b

:
(D.5)
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Let us now turn to the gauge-kinetic term SGK. It is easy to see that the 
0 variation
of the F2 term cancels the 1 variation of the H2 term when the relative coecients are
exactly 23 . The 
1 variation of F2 will be used to cancel against the variation of the other
terms and we will return to this later. For now, let us consider the 0 variation of H2. It
is given by
0LGK =  
1
6
eMabHarcbJc : (D.6)
This turns out to cancel the variation of the topological term (D.5), up to a self-duality
equation that comes from the equations of motion. Consider the variation of C. The
associated equations of motion are
rca

1
2
p
6
1:::7J4:::7a  
1
12
eH123bMab

= 0 : (D.7)
As usual [17], we take this projected duality equation to hold outside the derivative too,
so that
1
2
p
6
1:::7J4:::7a =
1
12
eH123bMab : (D.8)
It is now easy to see that the variations (D.6) and (D.5) cancel.
D.2 Scalar potential, Einstein-Hilbert and scalar kinetic terms
Since this calculation is similar to that for the usual EFTs, see for example the original
discussion [17], we will keep this section brief and mainly state results. However, we wish
to emphasise again that because we will require integration by parts, the invariance under
external dieomorphisms only holds when the background trombone vanishes, i.e. ab = 0.
For the scalar potential, we calculate the anomalous variation under external dieo-
morphisms of the rst-order potential, (5.26). Its anomalous variation is given by
V = rcd

rabMacDMbd + 1
4
MacMbdrabMefDMef  MacMberabMdfDMef
+
1
2
MacrabMbdD ln g + 1
2
Macrab ln gDMbd + 1
4
MacMbdrabgDg
 1
4
MacMbdrab ln gD ln g

+ Drcd

MacrabMbd   1
2
MacMbdrab ln g

+ Drcd

1
2
MacMbdgrabg

: (D.9)
Let integrate this result by parts so that we only have rcd terms. We nd
V = rcd

1
4
MacMbdrabMefDMef  MacDrabMbd  MacMberabMdfDMef
 1
2
Macrab ln gDMbd + 1
4
MacMbdrabgDg   1
2
MacMbdDrab ln g

+rcd

 1
4
MacMbdgrabgD ln g  MacgDMbdrabg
+
1
2
MacMbdDgrabg + 1
2
MacMbdrabgDg

: (D.10)
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We also need the variation of the Einstein-Hilbert term (5.12). It is given by
R =
1
2
MacMbdrab

rcdD ln g   grcdDg   1
2
rcdgDg
 1
2
gD ln grcdg  rcdgDg

  1
2
ggDgFabrab
  1
2
gFabrabD :
(D.11)
Finally, we will need the variation of the scalar kinetic term. We integrate it by parts
so that
LSK = g
DMabMacFcdrbd +rcd

 1
4
DMabrefMabMceMdf
+
1
2
DMacMbdrab ln g + DMabrbfMaeMceMdf +rabDMacMbd

+rcdDMacMbdgrabg :
(D.12)
It is now a simple calculation to check that the anomalous variations of the dierent
terms cancel.
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